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Abstract

A Gas Phase Field lonization Ion Source has been built specifically for
use with the University of Melbourne Proton Microprobe (̂ . The source is
extremely bright making it suitable for use with high resolution probe forming
systems. Beam current stability and emitter lifetime is greatly enhanced by
the use of Iridium field emitters, allowing for reproducible source
performance. Current output as a function of source parameters has been
measured indicating that nano amps of current are available in a beam up to 10^
times brighter than that presently used in the Melbourne probe.

1. Introduction

The spatial resolution of the Melbourne Proton Microprobe can be imporved
if a brighter ion source is used in the associated 5U Pelletron Accelerator.

The present source is a commercial radio-frequency (R.F) ion source, which
has a measured brightness of Bp = 5 Ampsrad~

2m~2v~1 at a current of 9 ya. A
value that indicates that this source is moderately bright for a medium current
proton source. An exceptionally bright [B ~ 1 x 107Ampsrad~2m~2V~1] ion
jsource, using the process of Field lonization (F.I) has been developed for use
with high resolution Scanning Transmission Ion Microscopes '̂ ) , however this
source does not provide sufficient beam to allow its use in a charged particle
accelerator. High ion currents (~1 yA) can be extracted from very bright
Electrohydrodynamic Ion sources but as the ions are extracted from a liquid
metal surface such sources are not suited to the production of proton beams.

It was decided that we would develop a gas phase F.I ion source especially
suited to the production of high ion currents, as an alternative to the R.F ion
source. The F.I ion source uses a sharply pointed (r . ~ 0.1 ym) metallic tip
placed at a high positive voltage (V ~ 20 kv) ana surrounded by hydrogen
gas. The high electric field near the"tip allows electrons to tunnel from gas
atoms to the metal, thereby producing positive ions that are accelerated away
by the electric field. The resultant ion beam is particularily bright as the
virtual source size is of the order of 1 nm.

The stability of the ion beam is dependent upon the condition of the
emitter, and the emitter can be deformed during use due to impinging neqeti/o
ions. This alters the electric field surrounding the tip, with the gene."-3i
effect that the beam current decreases with time as the emitter tip radius
increases. It was found that Tungsten tips were susceptable to reformative ion
bombardment and this limited their operational lifetime to approximately 10
hours in the present vacuum system. Ir\dium had been suggested as a resilient
emitter material '̂ ', and so a technique was developed to form Iridium
emitters.

2. Experimental Arrangement

Each Iridium emitter is formed by an electrolytical etching technique '̂ '
applied to 125 ym diameter polycrystalline Iridium wire. The emitter is then
placed opposite a grounded cathode in the ion source test bench. The system is
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pumped by a 175 ls~1 Turbo Molecular Pump, which produces a base pressure of 8
x 10"^ Torr. Ultra high purity hydrogen was used as the source gas. The
pressure within the region of the emitter can rise to 5 x 10~3 Torr, whilst
outside the differential pumping aperture a vacuum of ~3 x 10~5 Torr is
maintained. Total current is measured by an electrometer in series with the
power supply, and beam current is measured by a suitably suppressed Faraday
Cup. The beam angular distribution is measured by a scanning aperture system.

3. Results and Discussion

The use of an Iridium F.I emitter allows for reproducible source
performance. Figure 1 shows typical current-voltage charactersitics for the
source. Two distinct gradient regimes can be seen. At high fields the current
output is limited only by the gas supply to the ionization region of the tip.
This gives a reduced gradient in the characteristic curve but the current
output is less sensitive to voltage changes.

The maximum beam current attained was 21 nA at an applied voltage of
20 kV. High voltages resulted in the formation of destructive gaseous
discharges between the emitter tip and the grounded aperture. The operational
lifetime of the Iridium emitters was found to be in excess of 60 hours and
limited only by gas discharges.

Beam current output is linearly related to the gas pressure in the
vicinity of the tip (figure 2). The gas pressure is found by a gas dynamical
calculation based on gas pressures measured within the source. The source is
operated at a high gas pressure in order to maximize current output; however
pressures above 6.5 x 10~3 Torr produced gas discharges at tip voltages as low
as 15 kV.

The beam angular distribution is shown in figure 3. The asymmetry is due
to the crystallographic orientation of the emitter tip. Maximum half angle of
this distribution was 400 mrad (~23 degrees) which is consistent with
theoretical predictions (5).

The beam produced by the field ionization of hydrogen is composed
of H , H_ and H_ ions, with H+ being the dominant ion for electric fields
greater then 2.3 x 10^ Vm~^ . Using information on the spectral decomposition
of a hydrogen F.I beam (6', it is possible to calculate the brightness of the
proton component of the beam. It can be seen from figure 4 that the F.I source
is capable of producing a beam of protons that is up to 10^ brighter than that
produced by the R.F ion source currently being used in the Pelletron
Accelerator.
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